Step-by-Step with Modern Masters
RECIPE No 10 | Venetian Shimmer

With a lustruous base and a ‘stain’ finish, this recipe gives a modern flip to the traditional
Venetian Plaster treatment. The colors are easy customizable and can range from ethereal
whites for a more contemporary home to darker, richer colors for a Hollywood Regency
inspired space - and everything in between. This coloration combines two complementary
colors for a warm, pleasing effect. Beautiful for wall surfaces in any room.
PRODUCTS NEEDED

TOOLS NEEDED

• Modern Masters ShimmerStone Tintable Base tinted
to Benjamin Moore Mount Saint Anne #1565
• Modern Masters Venetian Plaster Ultra-Deep Tint Base
tinted to Benjamin Moore California Redwood #1190
• Modern Masters Venetian Plaster Ultra-Deep Tint Base
tinted to Benjamin Moore Audubon Russet HC51
• Modern Masters Wall Glazing Cream
• Modern Masters Aged Mahogany Glazing Cream Color

• Modern Masters 225mm Japanese Trowel
• 4” Japan Scraper
• Rags, Stir Sticks, and Mixing Containers
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STEP 1: Over any neutral base color, skip trowel a layer of the tinted Shimmer Stone over the surface. Be sure to
create some movement with the trowel. It’s ok to leave some of your chosen neutral base color peeking
through. Let dry completely.
STEP 2: Load equal amounts of the California Redwood Venetian Plaster and the Audubon Russet Venetian Plaster
to the center of the trowel. Skip trowel the dual combo over 60% of the surface being careful not to mix
the colors too much. Reload the trowel often and pull some areas tighter than others, building movement.
Leave about 20% of the ShimmerStone layer peeking through. Let dry.
STEP 3: Mix 1 oz. Aged Mahogany Glazing Cream Color with 2 cups Wall Glazing Cream. Tightly trowel over
100% of the surface with a Japan Scraper.
STEP 4: While the Aged Mahogany glaze is still wet, dab off some of the excess glaze from the surface with a dry
rag. Be sure to leave some glaze trapped in the textured areas. Let dry approximately 1 hour and then buff
the surface with a soft rag to bring up the sheen.

You are done!
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